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1. COMMONS CONCEPT AND THEORY
    I carried out my first study ofcommunity-based resource management in the mid-1970s

in the Cree Indian village of Chisasibi, James Bay, in eastern subarctic Canada. As a recent

science Phl]), I had no training to appreciate local resource management institutions and traditional

knowledge. Worse, as a member ofa generation ofstudents under the influence ofthe "tragedy

of the commons" concept, I was predisposed to believing that resources had to be protected

from the users by government resource managers and appropriately trained scientists. This

belief was shaken somewhat by the results of my studies of Cree fishers and their productive

and orderly fishgry [BERKEs 1977]. This was a subsistence fishery, with no commercial

component, carried out in the coastal waters of James Bay. There were no apparent rules or

regulations in its conduct. As an indigenous subsistence fishery, it operated outside the sphere

ofgovernment regulations. Yet, as it turned cyut, there was indeed a system, and the fishers were

selforganized and selfimanaged, unlike the "tragedy ofthe commons" [BERKEs 1999, chapter

7, sumniarizes some ten years ofwork with this fishery].

    The "tragedy ofthe commons" is often a starting point in commons discussions. Until the

1980s, it was the principal way in which commons were considered. Hardin [1968] used the

example of an imaginary pasture in Medieval England to which cattle herders have free and

open access (i.e. a "commons"). Each herder receives a direct benefit (say +1) from adding one

more. animal to graze in the pasture, whereas the costs of degrading the pasture are shared by

all (a fraction of-1). Thus, each herder has the incentive to put as many cattle on the pasture as

he can. Putting more animals on the pasture is the economically rational choice; yet everyone

exercising their rational choice leads to the degradation ofthe pasture-hence the "tragedy."

    The James Bay. Cree fishery did not fit this model at all. The fishers were able to decide

among themselves on the rules of conduct of the fishery, and were able to persuade more or

less everyone to fbllow those rules. The rules were not written down, and the Cree themselves

did not think ofthem as "rules". It was simply the "way things were done". This locally designed

fishing system was quite different from biological management systems generally applicable
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in subarctic commercial fisheries in Canada.

    As regulated by government, commercial fisheries are usually managed by fishing gear

and mesh size restrictions, season and area closures (for example, during spawning), and catch

quotas. By contrast, Cree subsistence fishers used the most effective gear available, the mix of

mesh sizes that gave the highest possible catch per unit of efliort by area and by season, and

deliberately concentrated their fishing effort on aggregations ofthe most efficiently exploitable

fish. In short, the Cree fishery violatedjust about every measure used by government managers.

In turn, the Cree fishery used a set of practices seldom seen in conventional management:

switching fishing areas according to the declining catch per effbrt; rotating fishing areas; using

a mix of mesh sizes to proportionately thin out populations by size and age; keying harvest

levels to needs; having a system ofmaster fishers and stewards who informally regulated access

and effbrt; and having a land use system in which resources were used under principles and

ethics agreed upon by all [BERKEs l999].

    The Cree fishery made me reject Hardin's model. In the meantime, other scholars in various

parts of the world were also finding exceptions to the "tragedy of the commons." A consensus

was building among scholars, to the effbct that Hardin's model applied to the open-access, or

free-fbr-all, exploitation of the commons, but it was not valid for many community-based

resource use systems. In fact, Hardin's [1968] own example of the imaginary English pasture

was wrong. The medieval English coinnions, like many other historic commons, were generally

used under locally devised regulations. For example, traditional rules of"stinting" limited the

number of heads of animals that each owner was allowed to graze on the village pasture.

Medieval English commons operated successfu11y for many centuries, and several economic

historians and other scholars have questioned if a [`tragedy" of the sort described by Hardin

ever occurred widely [FEENy et al. 1990].

    It is a well known phenomenon in science that a dominant model or way of thinking

(paradigm) persists until the accumulation ofnew evidence fbrces a re-appraisal. This is exactly

what happened in the case ofcommons theory between about 1985 and 1990. Hardin had argued

that users of a commons are caught in an inevitable process that leads to the destruction of the

resources on which they depend. Exceptions to Hardin's thinking were coming from all parts

of the world, covering various cultures and resource types-fisheries, wildlife, fbrests, grazing

lands, irrigation and ground water. These various cases ofcommunity-based management were

brought together in several volumes [NAs 1986; McCAy and AcHEsoN 1987; BERKEs 1989;

OsTRoM l99e; BRoMLEy 1992], and it became necessary to develop an entirely new theory of

the commons.

    To constmct a new theory, first the definitions and concepts had to be made clear. Common

property (common pool) resources shared two characteristics: (a) exclusion or the control of

access ofpotential users was difficult, and (b) each user was capable of subtracting from the

welfare of all other users [BERKEs 1989; FEENy et al. 1990]. These two universal characteristics

ofcommons are referred to as the exclusionproblem and the subtractabilityproblem, respectively.

Thus, Ostrom and colleagues [1999] define common-pool (br common:property) resources as

those "in which (i) exclusion ofbeneficiaries through physical and institutional means is

especially costly, and (ii) exploitation by one user reduces resource availability fbr others."

    Second, the new theory needed to clarify property-rights relationships and regimes [NAs
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1986; OsTRoM 1990; BRoMLEy 1992]. Common property or common-pool resources may be

held in one of four basic property rights regimes. Cipen-access is the absence ofwell-defined

property rights. Access is free and open to all. Privateproperty refers to the situation in which

an individual or corporation has the right to exclude others and to regulate the use ofa resource.

State property or state governance means that rights to the resource are vested exclusively in

government to control access and regulate use. In communal:property (or simply common-

property) regimes, the resource is held by an identifiable comnmnity ofusers who can exclude

others and regulate use. These four regimes are ideal, analytical types. In practice, resources

are usually held in mixed combinations ofproperty rights regimes.

    The evidence accumulating over the last few decades indicates that three ofthese property-

rights regimes (private property, state property and communal property) may, under various

circumstances, lead to sustainable resource use. No particular regime is inherently superior to

the others, but one may fit a particular circumstance better than the othe'rs. No one particular

regime guarantees sustainability; there are successes and failures under all three regimes.

Regarding the open-access regime, however, there is general consensus that long-term

sustainability is not possible [FEENy et al. 1990].

    The one important conclusion from all this work is that common-property is not the same

as open-access. There is nothing inherent in commons that would lead to resource degradation.

The terrnproperty refers to social relations, and there are social relations involved in common-

propertM by definition. These social relations often lead to problem-solving and the fbrrnulation

ofpractical rules-in-use--sinstitutions in the terminology ofOstrom [1990]. Hence, the local

rules and fishing practices ofthe James Bay Cree are typical and expected. By contrast, the lack

ofproblem-solving among Hardin's hypothetical English herders, is anomalous and unexpected.

Hardin's herdersl with free and open access to the pasture, were operating under an open-access

regime, and not under common-property.

2. LESSONS FROM COMMUNITYLBASED RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
    In theory, and often in practice, community-based resource management can solve the

exclusionproblem and the subtraetabilityproblem. This does not mean that communal property

solutions are necessarily sustainable, any more than private property or state property solutions

are sustainable. The key is the ability of a community using a common resource to limit the

access of outsiders, and to selflregulate its own harvest. Common property works through

incentives. Ifmembers ofa group are assured that future harvests would be theirs by right, and

not end up being harvested by another group, they would have the economic incentive to self

regulate.

    thclusion means the al)ility to exclude people other than the members of a defined group.

Evidence suggests that successfu1 exclusion under communal-property is the rule rather than

the exception. But stresses ofpopulation growth, technology change, and economic transfbrmati6n

may contribute to the breakdown ofcommunal-property mechanisms for exclusion [BERKEs

1989]. The creation of open access by external fbrces, as in colonialism, and more recently by

globalization, is particularly damaging to communal property controls fbr exclusion.

    0ne ofthe important conclusions ofthe literature is that the legal recognition ofcommunal
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resource rights is one of the keys to success. An example is Japanese coastal fisheries.

Contemporary Japanese coastal sea tenure incorporates traditional village fisheries rights into

modern legislation [AsADA 1973; RuDDLE and AKiMicHi 1984]. Without legal protection,

conflicts among competing groups are inevitable. Local resource use rights are fragile in the

absence of formal property rights, but may still be infbrmally enforced through such means as

threats and occasional violence [AcHEsoN 1981, 1988].

    Subtractability refers to the ability of social groups to design a variety ofmechanisms to

regulate resource use among members. In many cases, resource users have been able to avoid

Hardin's "tragedy" by devising selfgoverning rules, monitoring mechanisms, and sanctions

that rely neither on government control nor private property rights. Much of the common

property literature addresses this issue, and the ability ofgroups to make rules-in-use (institutions)

to solve the subtractability problem. Ostrom [1990] lists eight design principles for effective

community-based institutions (Table 1). An analysis by Agrawal [20021, using Ostrom's

principles, as well as those by Wade [1988] and Baland and Platteau [1996], indicates that there

may be as many as fbrty design principles or "critical enabling conditions" that are important

for the success of commons institutions.

    Common property analysis focuses on institutions, examines access and selCregulation,

and poses questions about rights and control over resources. Often it does not directly address

the questions of sustainai)ility or conservation ofthe-resource. There is a divergence of opinion

on this point. Various authors have analyzed community-based management systems, and

interpreted their function in terms ofconservation [JoHANNEs 1978], conflict management

'Ilable 1. 0strom's (1990) Institutional Design Principles

1) Establishment ofclear boundaries that define the resource to eliminate open access conditions.

2) Development ofcontext-appropriate rules that recognize no one set of rules will be suitable fbr

  each system.

3) Implementation ofcollective choice arrangements in which participants gain a stake in and

  participate in the creation ofthe rules and governance structures.

4) Monitoring ofresource use by appropriators to address issues Qf subtractability and status of

  resource.

5) Graduated sanctions fbr appropriators who violate agreed upon rules.

6) Establishment oflow cost, effective confiict resolution mechanisms to address conflicts among

  appropriators or betWeen users and officials.

7) Appropriators' rights to devise their own institutions, not challenged by higher level

  lnstltutlons.

8) Nested institutions to provide a hierarchy of governance structures.
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[AcHEsoN 1981; BERKEs 1992], equity ofresource access [BERKEs 1992; LoBE and BERKEs

2003], political control [PoLuNiN 1984; CHApMAN 1987], or the enfbrcement ofcultural values

such as sharing [WENzEL et al. 2000].

    These various functions of community-based management systems are not mutually

exclusive. For example, commons management in a Brazilian lagoon fishery investigated by

Seixas and Berkes (2003) served the multiple purposes of confiict management, equity of access,

and the maintenance ofproductivity. Another example is the community-based management

ofedible kelp or kombu on Hokkaido Island. Depleted under an open--access regime in the late

1 800s, kelp management under Japanese Fisheries Law and Fisheries Cooperative Associations

(FCAs) has addressed both confiict and depletion problems [IiDA 1998].

    Based on a large number of community-based resource management cases (more than

4,OOO references in the area of fisheries alone, see IASCP 2005), it is probably fair to say that

conservation is not usually the primary motive ofmanagement. However, one can also say that

common property systems, through access limitation and seliregulation, result in the maintenance

ofproductivity of a resource. Hence, .whatever the primary motivation may be (power, confiict

management, equity, etc.) at theproximate level ofcausation, the end result is the maintenance

ofthe resource at the ultimate level.

    How do we know they work? There are relatively few examples ofboth biological and

social data being collected at the same time to monitor the state ofthe resource under different

property-rights regimes [PoLLNAc and JoHNsToN, this volume]. But there are, of course, still a

good number ofsuch cases, including the dugong example ofKwan [this volume]. I have first-

hand knowledge of three such studies: a sea-urchin fishery [SMiTH and BERKEs 1991] and a

mangrove area managed for charcoal production [SMiTH and BERKEs 1993], both in St. Lucia

in the Caribbean, and the above-mentioned Cree subsistence fishery in northern Canada [BERKEs

1999].

    Establishing conservation motives and documenting resource sustainability are both difficult

because of the complexity of communities and the fact that resource use systems are seldom

static. Community-based resource use systems tend to be dynamic, going through cycles of

crisis and recovery and cycles of institutional renewal. Common property analysis certainly

does not assume equilibrium, as societies are rarely, if ever, in balance with their resources.

Rather than assuming stability and equilibrium, we would be better off assuming that there will

be crises and cycles of change. As we do so, the analytical emphasis of research shifts to

resilience, and the ability ofa society or management system to build capacity for learning and

adapting [GuNDERsoN and HoLLING 2002; FoLKE et al. 2002; BERKEs et al. 2003].

    In many cases, community-based management systems are inferred to be successfu1, not

because conservation or sustainability can be shown, but because the commons institutions

have survived fbr long periods through various crises. Examples of such successfu1 commons

institutions have received special attention for theory building precisely because they are long-

enduring [OsTRoM 1990]. Many ofthem have historical roots, as in Swiss Alpine commons and

Japanese village common lands or iriai, and Japanese coastal fishery commons [RuDDLE and

AKiMicHi 1984]. With each case of long-standing commons institutions, we may not have the

fu11 history available. But the long-term survival ofa community-based management system is

a reasonably good indicator of its sustainability.
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    However, not all examples of successfu1 communal systems have historic roots or are

based on long-standing tradition. ln a study ofseveral Turkish coastal fisheries, selforganization

and self:-governance were fbund to be evolving over a timescale of about one decade [BERKEs

1992]. In Alanya on the Mediterranean coast ofTurkey, local fishers developed, in the 1970s

and the 1980s, a system based on the rotation of fishing sites by drawing lots. This system was

used to regulate the fishery and solve the problem of escalating conflicts over prime harvesting

areas [BERKEs 1992]. Similarly, the lobster fishing territories in Maine, USA [AcHEsoN 1988],

and the common-property systems in St. Lucia fbr sea-urchins [SMiTH and BERKEs 1991] and

mangrove [SMiTH and BERKEs 1993] all have emerged spontaneously in relatively recent

times.

    The padu systems of South Asia provide a set of marine community-based management

systems that include both long-standing examples and recently emerging cases. Found in Sri

Lanka and the southern Indian states ofKerala and Tamil Nadu,padu is a system ofrotational

fishing spots that are allocated by lottery. They are fbund in lagoon and estuarine fisheries,

mainly fbr shrimp fisheries. Padu systems are species and gear-specific, with rules to define

fishing sites and rights holders, often according to social groups or caste groups. The padu

system in the Negombo Lagoon is recognized under national laws of Sri Lanka. The system

goes back at least to the 18th century, and possibly to the 15th [AMARAsiNGHE et al. 1997]. It

has survived several cycles of crisis and recovery, most recently in the 1940s and the 1950s,

proving itselfto be resilient under pressures ofchange. The system has seen cycles ofinstitutional

renewal, and has shown itselfcapable ofleaming and adapting.

    By contrast, the three padu systems in the Cochin estuary of Kerala are institutions that

date back from the 1970s and the 1980s. They arose as a response to the globalization ofshrimp

markets and the centralization of fisheries management in Kerala. They probably borrow from

the same centuries-old South Asian fishery traditions as the Sri Lankan example. But the Kerala

padu systems are not recognized by the government and are considered "illicit". These community-

based systems serve livelihood, access equity and conflict resolution needs among their members.

However, the fishers are unable to address access and subtractability issues in the estuary as a

whole because the vast majority ofthe fishers in the area are not members ofthe associations

that manage thepadu fisheries [LoBE and BERKEs 2004]. This is in contrast to the Sri Lanka

case where all fishers, as a condition oftheir license, are members of the villages that manage

thepadu system and are subject to its rules.

    Research over the last two or three decades have documented the sheer diversity ofproperty

rights institutions, especially in the older, historically rooted resource management systems.

For example, there is an incredibly diverse array of arrangements from island group to island

group in the reef and lagoon tenure systems and coastal fisheries of the Asia-Pacific region

[JoHANNEs l981; RuDDLE andAKiMicHi 1984; FREEMAN et al. 1991;AKiMIcHI 1996].

    These commons institutions serve to solve both the exclusion and the subtractability

problems of commons management. They show that institutions that are close to the resource,

flexible, diverse, and receptive to feedback from the environment, stand a better chance of

success than top-down, centralized management systems [WiLsoN et al. 1994]. Their diversity

and widespread prevalence indicate that they have been important institutions fbr the survival

ofmany societies. There is an increasing recognition that these commons institutions are still
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relevant fbr policy-making in contemporary fisheries management [RuDDLE 1998; JoHANNEs

1998]. However, there are certain limitations ofthe lessons learned from these local-level

systems.

    Research on commons issues over recent decades has often sought the simplicity of

community-based resource management cases to develop theory. For example,. Ostrom [1990:

29] comments that her strategy has been to use small-scale common property situations to study

"because the process of seleotganization and selfgovemance are easier to observe in this type

of situation than in many others." In realitM however, resource boundaries rarely match social

boundaries. Resources tend to be used by competing comrnunities and user-groups. One striking

example of this comes from the Mackenzie Delta in the western Canadian Arctic. It is very

diflicult to reconcile the competing interests of Inuit beluga whale hunters on one hand, and

ecotourists who are unappreciative ofbeluga whaling and its cultural importance to Inuit on

the other hand [DREssLER et al. 2001]. The beluga whale case is a small-scale example ofwhat

Ohmagari (this volume) has identified as the fundamental conflict between the view ofwhales

as a recreational resource vs. whales as human food.

    A further complication is that communities themselves are not simple entities. The term

community in community-based resource management is a gloss for a complex phenomenon.

Social systems are multi-scale, and the term community hides a great deal of complexity.

Idealized images of "coherent, long-standing, localized sources of authority tied to what are

assumed to be intrinsically sustainable resource management regimes" [BRosius et al. 1998:

165] are just that-idealized. A community is not a static, isolated group ofpeople. Rather, it

is more usefu1 to think of communities as multi-dimensional, cross-scale social--political

units.

    Globalization has a major impact on local-level resource management through such

mechanisms as the creation of international markets. Can a theory of the commons, based on

local-level cases, be scaled up to deal with the complexity ofcommunities and social-political

networks? Is the theory ofcommons applicable to regional or large-scale resources? Migratory

marine resources pose a special challenge to commons theory and comrnon property resource

management by making the exclusion problem and the subtractability problem more difficult

to deal with. This is because, with migratory resources, the mechanisms by which a community

may limit access and regulate its own resource use become severely limited.

3. MIGRATORY MARINE RESOURCES AS A SPECIAL CHALLENGE TO
   COMMOMNS THEORY
    The evolving theory of the commons fairly reliably estahlishes the conditions under which

community-based conservation may or may not work [OsTRoM et al. 1999; BuRGER et al. 200l;

DoLsAK and OsTRoM 2003; IAscp 2005]. That is, the theory ofthe commons is now sufficiently

developed to enable prediction. However, many ofthe case studies on which the theory is based

focus on single resources that occur within a limited area and are used by relatively few groups.

They tend to involve only a small number ofhomogeneous resource users. However, as we

move beyond a community-based resource management situation, the spatial scale of resource

use increases, and the heterogeneity of resources and resource users also increases. Thus,
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commons govemance becomes complex as scale increases.

    Is the commons theory robust across the scale? There are debates in the literature regarding

whether the findings of small scale and community-based commons studies can be scaled up

to generalize about regional and global commons. Even though some of the principles from

community-based studies no doubt do apply across the scale, there is growing consensus that

new and different principles also come into play at different levels of the scale [YbuNG 1999;

BuRGER et al. 2001; BERKEs 2002].

    In the case of migratory marine resources, the problem of scale is crucial. A given stock

may be used by coastal and offshore fisheries, by small and large-scale harvesters, and possibly

by more than one nation. The additional problem is that the movement ofthe stocks makes it

very difficult to deal with problems of exclusion and subtractability. The management of

migratory marine resources creates different kinds ofproblems than the management of stationary

resources and stay-home resource users, who tend to develop shared values and mutually

agreeable rules, and who can monitor one another's behaviour and impose sanctions.

    Regional resources pose cross-boundary issues. For commercial fisheries, it may be

necessary to have quotas enfbrced by government authorities, as community-based solutions

would not be effective. In the case of global common resources, the situation is often more

complicated than regional common resources. Global resources pose cooperation and enforcement

problems that cannot be solved at the local or regional levels. At the global level, there is no

superordinate authority that can enfbrce rules and sanction violators. Effbrts to protect global

common resources, such as migratory marine fish and marine mammals, have commonly

depended on bilateral or multilateral international agreements. In effect, they depend largely

on voluntary cooperatioh among national govemments.

    Consider the example ofAtlantic bluefin tuna resources. The International Commission

for the Conservation ofAtlantic Tuna (ICCM) regulates the fishery. Until recently, ICCM

recognized two stocks or two management units, one in the western Atlantic and one in the

eastern Atlantic. Larval surveys indicate two major breeding grounds, one in the GulfofMexico

and the other in the Mediterranean Sea. There has been a sharp decline in the abundance of the

western Atlantic bluefin since the 1970s. In 1982, ICCPff" began setting an armual catch limit

to try to conserve the stock. It took nearly another decade befbre the tuna biomass stabilized at

about 20 percent ofthe level during the 1970s [MAGNussoN et al. 2001]. But the story does not

end there. Much effort has gone into understanding the biology of the tuna, so that effective

controls can be put into place fbr these two discrete populations or stocks ofAtlantic tuna.

Recent studies showed, however, that western-tagged bluefin tuna make transatlantic migrations.

There is a mixing oftuna in western and eastern feeding grounds, and thus there may be mixing

in the spawning grounds as well [BLocK et al. 2001].

    The tuna example illustrates some ofthe complexities in the management of an international

common resource. ICCAT, as a multilateral agency, can set quotas and protect the resource-but

only with the fu11 agreement of the participating nations. Uncertainties in migration and other

biological characteristics ofthe tuna create further management problems, pitting nation against

nation within the global fishery. Because it is an offshore resource, monitoring is very difficult.

Economic stakes are high: bluefin tuna is a very high-priced commodity and has a globalized

market.
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    The tuna case is significant in that it also illustrates some ofthe management directions

that have been used for migratory marine resources. Once an international management agency

is set up, it relies on progressively more sophisticated technical research such as new ways of

investigating migration patterns. Quotas are set and adjusted according to the status of the

resource and the scientific infbrmation available. But these measures may not be suflicient for

conservation. Instead of providing biological clarity, new research may suggest additional

complexity and raise scientific uncertainties.

    If that happens, there may be a tendency to fa11 back on the precautionary princlple as a

hedge for scientific uncertaintM and simultaneously on ethical principles as a way of dealing

with issues that cannot be solved by scientific research. The Code ofCbnductforResponsible

Fisheries and the Lisbon Principles are two such sets ofprinciples that mix science, measures

fbr uncertainty, and ethical principles. However, as with bilateral or multilateral agreements,

they depend on the voluntary cooperation ofnation states in a world in which the distribution

ofpower is badly skewed.

    The international process for fbrmulating a Code of Conduct fbr Responsible Fisheries

(CCRF) was initiated fbrmally by the FAO in 1991 in response to the crisis in the management

ofglobal fisheries. By the late 1980s, it had became clear that fisheries resources could no

longer sustain increasing levels ofexploitation, and that new approaches to fisheries management,

embracing conservation and environmental considerations, were urgently needed. Unregulated

fisheries on the high seas, in some cases involving straddling and highly migratory fish species,

were becoming matters of special concern.

    FAO's Committee on Fisheries (COFI), at its Nineteenth Session in March 1991, called

for the development of new concepts that would lead to responsible, sustainable fisheries. A

complex and interactive process of transnational negotiation took place from 1991 to 1995 that

involved special panels convened by FAO to draft the Code and its Appendices. The process

was partly shaped by the UN Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED), which

convened in Rio in I992, and the UN Conference on Straddling Fish Stocks and Highly Migratory

Fish Stocks with respect to the 1982 UN Convention on the Law ofthe Sea (UNCLOS). A final

COFI meeting in October 1995 finalized the 1995 Code of Conduct fbr Responsible

Fisheries.

    The Code and its kchnical Guidelines were intended to be consistent with UNCED and

Agenda 21 of the Rio Declaration, as well as with the 1995 UNCLOS related to straddling and

migratory stocks. It embraced the Precautionary Principle contained in the Rio Declaration,

Principle 15: "In order to protect the environment, the precautionary approach shall be widely

applied by States according to their capal)ilities. Where there are threats of serious or irreversible

damage, lack of fu11 scientific certainty shall not be used as a reason for postponing cost-effbctive

measures to prevent environmental degradation."

    The UN Conference on Straddling Stocks and Highly Migratory Stocks developed a

consensus on the need to introduce or strenghen a precautionary approach to fishery management,

imbedding the Precautionary Principle in the draft ofits outcome and outlining elements fbr its

implementation.

    The Code ofCondnct fbr Responsible Fisheries is the most comprehensive set ofguidelines

yet devised. In addition to the Precautionary Principle, the guidelines address (among others)
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Table 2. The Lisbon Principles to Promote Sustainable Governance of the Oceans and Coastal Areas.

(Source: Costanza et al. 1999)

Responsibility principle

Scale-matching principle

Precautionary principle

Adaptive management principle

Full Qost allocation principle

Participation principle

Responsibilit y to use resources in an ecologicallysustainable,

economically efficient and sociallyjust manner

Decision-making at the scale ofgovernance which has the most

relevant ecological infbrmation, which considers actors, and

which internalizes costs and benefits

The need to take uncertainty about potentially irreversible

impacts into account by ening on the side ofcaution

Monitoring social, economic and eco,logical systems because

they, are dynamic and have some level ofuncertainty; learning-

by-doing

The need to identify and allocate all internal and external costs

and benefits (social and ecological) of alternative uses of

resources
The importance offu11 stakeholder participation in the fbrmulation

and implementation of decisions about environment and

resources･

ecosystem stewardship, dispute resolution, international law, and international trade in fish

products. Needless to say, they rely on the voluntary compliance of nation states. The Lisbon

Principles fbr sustainable ocean governance, summarized in Table 2, provide a smaller and

more manageable set of guidelines. These include the principles ofresponsibility} scale-matching,

precaution, adaptive management, fu11-cost allocation, and participatory decision-making

[CosTANzA et al. 1999].

    In summarys the management ofmigratory marine resources has tried to pursue progressively

more sophisticated technical solutions. By and Iarge, these have not worked satisfactorily. More

recently, management has fa11en back on the use of the precautionary approach, dealing with

uncertainty and other complex systems problems through such principles as the Code ofCondnct

for Responsible Fisheries and the Lisbon Principles. It is debatable if these measures can solve

the problems ofregional and global commons as they rely on voluntary compliance at the level

ofthe nation state. As well, they provide sets ofideals established from the top down, without

local-level inputs and without providing the institutional mechanisms that can connect the

local-level with the regional and international levels.

4. AIJTERNATIVE APPROACHES AND EMERGING PERSPECTIVES

    Common property theory, in its current state, has little direct application to international

conventions and ethical principles. But it does have contributions to make with respect to

institutional mechanisms to connect various levels of decision-making, from the community

level to the intemational level. One set of institutional mechanisms pertain to bringing together

groups ofresource users and govemment agencies, through co-management andmultisttikeholdZ7r
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bodies. A second set concentrates on combining science and social values and objectives tbrough

civic science and policy communities such as Ezpistemic communities. A third approach looks

atpolycentric organization with multiple and overlapping spheres ofauthority. A fbunh approach,

institutional intep:pdy, concentrates on the various ways in which institutions at diffbrent levels

interact. I deal with each in tum.

    Co-manqgement is a partnership in the sharing ofmanagement power and responsibility

between a group ofresource users and the government. Canada's National Round 'fable on the

Environment and the Economy defines co-management as "a system that enables a sharing of

decision-making poweg responsibilioj and risk between govemments and stakeholders, including

but not limited to resource users, environmental interests, experts and wealth generators" [INIRTEE

1998: 14]. In the case ofmigratory marine resources, the partnership is not likely to involve

merely two parties (resource users and the government) but rather multiple parties. This is

because there are likely to be several communities or regions ofresource users and several

levels or branches of the government, depending on the nature of the migratory resource.

    Hence, migratory marine resources are likely to require multi-level co-management as an

extension ofpartnerships in simple co-management. However, there is little experience with

multi-level co-management, and most of the literature deals only with simple partnerships

involving local-level management with government-level management [LiM et al. 1995; NRTEE

1998]. As many marine resource management problems require the involvement of multiple

users and the connection of several levels ofjurisdiction, this is an area that requires further

work.

    The distinction between co-management and multistakeholder processes is not clear. Some

ofthe literature treats co-management as a mechanism to enable local-level users to participate

in management, whereas multistakeholder bodies are often used as a tool, more broadly, fbr

public participation [BERKEs 2002]. However, the second part of the NRTEE definition seems

to include stakeholders and multistakeholder processes within the scope of co-management.

This analysis is consistent with cases such as the Lofbten cod fishery in Norway, one of the

best documented examples of co-management, but one which also relies on multistakeholder

processes. Some examples of the literature on multistakeholder bodies are summarized in Table

3.

    Civic science refers to science with an infusion ofdemocracy. It is science that is political,

transparent and responsible; science that is open to citizen input. Lee [1993: 161] characterizes

civic science as "irreducibly public in the way responsibilities are exercised, intrinsically

technical, and open to learning from errors." Lee's concept of learning is closely related to

adaptive management, the resource management science that starts with the assumption that

environnient is inherently unpredictable and that scientific information will always be incomplete.

Given inherent uncertainties, adaptive management proceeds by using policies as experiments

from which to learn.

    All policy issues, including the management ofmigratory marine resources, bring together

a "community" ofplayers, hence the termpoliqy communities, also referred to aspolicy netvvorks

[CARLssoN 2000]. Policy communities provide cross-scale linkages by connecting local issues

with regional and international agencies. A relatively well known type ofpolicy community is

what Haas [1990] has termed epistemic communities. The original example was a network of
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[[bble3. ExamplesofMultistakeholderBodies

Lofoten cod fisherM Norway. A co-management arrangement oflong standing <ILqfoten Act, 1895)

in which the Norwegian government has devolved the fishery to the users. District committees of

fishermen make yearly regulations and deal with user-group conflicts, Organized on gear-group

representation and predominantly union-based (Jentoft 1989).

Barbados Fisheries Advisory Committee. A seven-member body set up by the Fisheries Act to

advise the Minister; it includes the various sectors of the fishing industry-fishermen, fish processors,

boat owners, and fish vendors (McConney and Mahon 1998).

US Regional Fishery Management Councils. One of several regional bodies consisting of

govemment oencials and members of the public who reflect various fishery and coastal environmental

interests. Charged with developing management plans for fisheries of the EEZ (McCay and Jentoft

1996).

Great Barrier Reef Management Authoritys Australia. The Great BaiTier ReefMinTine PaxkAct

of 1975 has established an Authority that has the responsibility to seek out regional stakeholders to

discuss management plans. Bodies representing the various uses of the reeg with priority going to

those most dependent on the Park's resources, assist with ecosystem-based management of the larger

reef area (Kelleher 1996).

scientists, government experts and NGO representatives who enabled the Mediterranean Action

Plan. Members ofepistemic communities share principled beliefs, notions ofvalidity, and policy

goals that cut across political boundaries. Haas pointed out that the Mediterranean Action Plan

brought together countries that are often in conflict, indicating that epistemic communities were

significant in overriding such differences. The key to the success of such communities seems

to be developing "a common approach to understanding" of a problem, and a common approach

and a set ofpriorities for dealing with it.

    Governance is said to be polycentric in structure if it has multiple overlapping centers of

authority. Folke et al. [2002] observe that such a "diversified decision-making structure allows

for testing ofrules at different scales, and contributes to the creation ofan institutional dynamic

important in adaptive management." Polycentric organization helps combine a degree of

autonomy with overlaps in authority to deal with intersecting domains ofpublic policy. Many

areas ofpublic policy do not fa11 neatly into one jurisdiction or under one authority. Rather,

they lie at the intersection of several centers of action and authority. Thus, no one entity or

agency can encompass the scale of these domains. But the agencies can cooperate and, with

the help ofintermediary institutions, the efforts ofeach entity can contribute to the solution of

the problem [McGiNNis 2000]. Polycentric solutions have been applied to domains such as

policing and crime prevention, but it has not been applied (to our knowledge) to the solution

ofproblems ofmigratory marine resources.

    institutional interplay draws attention to linkages among institutions, at both the same

level ofsocial andpolitical organization and across levels [YbuNG 1999]. It focuses on cross-
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scale interactions, and the linkage ofinstitutions horizontally (across geographical space) and -

vertically (across levels oforganization). The simplest kind ofvertical institutional linkage is

co-management between a resource user community and the government. A multistakeholder

body creates horizontal linkages among the players. It may create vertical linkages as well, if

there is potential fbr sharing management rights and responsibilities between the government

and stakeholders.

    The concept and temiinology o£instimtional interplay, with horizontal and vertical cross-

scale linkages, allows fbr the great many possibilities in which institutions may interact in

resource and environmental management [YbuNG 1999]. These concepts are currently being

applied in two regions of the world, Southeast Asia and the Arctic, under the International

Human Dimensions Programme ofGIobal Environmental Change [YbuNG 1999]. Both ofthese

areas provide ample opportunity to develop and apply theory.

    For example, in dealing with cross-scale environmental problems such as persistent organic

pollutants (POPs) in the Arctic, institutional interp}ay has included horizontal linkages among

the indigenous communities, and among their regional and national organizations. It has also

included vertical interplay in the way local concerns (for example, pollutant levels in marine

mammals and fish; see Kuhnlein, this volume) have been transmitted to nationai and international

levels, culminating in the international protocol on POPs [DowNiE and FENGE 2003].

    In summary, there are a number of alternative approaches in dealing with issues such as

the management of migratory marine resources. These include multi-level co-management

arrangements and multistakeholder bodies; civic science involving policy networks such as

epistemic communities; polycentric institutionss and the institutional interplay approach that

fbcuses on horizontal and vertical linkages. Although each of these approaches has its own

literature and practitioners, they also have a number ofcharacteristics in common. Each ofthem

provides an approach to deal with complexity, and more specifically, with complex adaptive

systems [GuNDERsoN and HoLLING 2002]. Thus, they all deal with aspects ofcomplexity such

as self-organization, uncertainty and scale [BERKEs et al. 2003].

    Concern with cross-scale issues is probably the over-riding interest in all fbur kinds of

approaches. Learning and adaptive management are probably the most important processes to

make these cross-scale approaches work. It is not surprising, therefbre, that civic science has a

learning component [LEE 1993], and that institutional interplay may be seen as an extension of

co-management [BERKEs 2002]. There are attempts to combine adaptive management and co-

management into what Folke et al. [2002: 20] have called aclaptive co-management, "a process

by which institutional arrangements and ecological knowledge are tested and revised in a

dynamic, ongoing, selforganized process of trial and error."

5. CONCLUSIONS
    This paper started with the thesis that views of "commons" have been evolving to deal

with marine resources as complex systems problems. Commons research evolved through the

critique of the "tragedy of the commons" model used "to paint a disempowering, pessimistic

vision of the human prospect," and to rationalize central govemment control or privatization

of all commons [OsTRoM et al. 1999]. Commons research over the last 20-30 years has
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documented in considerable detail the selforganization and selfiregulation capability of

communities of resource users to solve the exclusion and subtractability problems of the

commons. "Tragedy of the commons" was shown to be the consequence of free-fbr-all, open-

access conditions-not ofcommon property.

    However, research has also showed that community-based resource management is

vulnerable to external pressures on local systems. In particular, community-based resource

management was often insufficient and incapable ofdealing with problems ofmigratory marine

resources. That raised the question: Is commons theory limited to local-level, community-based

resource management, or does it provide insights into the solution of global as well as local

commons problems, including those involving migratory marine species that cross regional and

international boundaries?

    There are no simple answers to this question. But the general direction ofthe emerging

lessons is that commons thinking has been evolving to deal with marine resources as complex

systems problems. Commons literature has increasingly fbcused on the examination of selfi

organization, uncertainty and scale, all of which are concepts of complex adaptive systems

theQry [GuNDERsoN and HoLLiNG 20021.

    SelCorganization has been a major theme in commons research for years, in contrast to

Hardin's ll968] assumption of disorganized commoners incapable of communication and

negotiation. Spontaneous organization ofcommons users, without the intervention ofgovernments

or the free-market, can be inferred from the historical evidence oflong-standing commons

institutions [OsTRoM 1990], as well as from recently emerging ones [BERKEs 1992].

    Uncertainty is a somewhat more recent theme, at least in the commons literature. It fo11ows

a shift in ecology and resource management literature from notions ofequilibrium, predictability

and control, to notions of multi-equilibrium, unpredictability, and lack ofcontrol [BERKEs et

al. 20031. Emphasis on Adaptive Management and the Precautionary Principle are two important

pieces of evidence fbr this new thinking in the management of marine ecosystems and

fisheries.

    Scale matters, in both natural and social systems. The complexity theory dictum, "more

is different", applies very appropriately to the study of fish and marine mammals that cross the

boundaries ofareas fished by communities and nations offishermen. wnat are the implications

of cross-scale institutional linkages for the management of migratory marine resources?

    The institutional interplay idea, as an extension ofco-management and multistakeholder

processes, and the conceptual tool ofhorizontal and vertical institutional linkages, provide

powerfu1 approaches to deal with the scale issue. The use ofpolycentric institutions to deal with

inter-regional and international commons is an untested idea. But civic science involving

epistemic communities already has a promising track record, and the idea ofpolicy networks

or policy communities in general provide a potential alternative.

    Perhaps the major lesson from examining these alternatives is the emphasis on the ability

of a society or management system to build capacity for learning and adapting, which is the

resilience approach [GuNDERsoN and HoLuNG 2002]. The conventional approach ofbilateral

or multilateral intemational agreements, based on biological and economic controls, seems to

be limited in building such capacity. Pethaps this is why international marine resource management

has started to use the precautionary approach and codes of conduct in dealing with uncertainty
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and other complex systems problems-these may help build capacity for learning and adapting.

The Lisbon Principles are interesting in that they encompass many ofthe ideas that come out

of the discussion of alternative approaches fbr international commons management, such as

scale-matching, adaptive management and stakeholder participation, all of which potentially

contributing to learning.
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